
Strategic Plan

A pathway for the future
through the unification of strengths.

2015 to 2017



Vision

Unifying the Industry’s Strengths

Mission

- Maintain an effective regulatory & governance framework
- Optimise the industry to realise growth

- Provide a platform for increased participation by all stakeholders
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Introduction – Unifying the Industry’s Strengths

Unifying the industry’s strengths will create a pathway forward . . .

Harness racing has an abundance of strengths which, with unity, will elevate the industry to new levels 
of stakeholder satisfaction. This will create an alluring attraction for participation from those not 
currently involved in harness racing.

This Strategic Plan (2015 – 2017) addresses a pathway for the future years of harness racing within New 
South Wales with goals that will only be achieved through the diligent and valuable contributions of all 
stakeholders as both individuals and groups as well as the industry leaders.

The challenges which have confronted harness racing this millennium have been met and dealt with by 
strong leadership and a will by devoted participants to continue the traditions of the sport. 

Harness racing is a sport which can be enjoyed by all demographics from the very young to older 
generations, from those with wealth to those of self reliance. 

Harness racing is an activity which can easily be accessed and has a state-wide visibility from Sydney to 
Broken Hill and Inverell to Albury.  

Recognition of the strengths, weaknesses, threats and opportunities allows the leadership and 
stakeholders within the industry the opportunity to self reflect, address and to create the pathway 
forward.

Awareness of the needs of the industry constituents and the requirements of industry partners and 
customers allows the industry leadership to adapt to the respective and at times diverse requirements 
of these stakeholders.

To take the industry forward this recognition and awareness combined with diligence to the Strategic 
Plan will be the genesis for a future of longevity and satisfaction for the NSW Harness Racing Industry. 

The Strategic Plan encompasses the basic component (racing and breeding systems) whilst addressing 
marketing, customer connection, integrity and the continued transition into new technologies. It 
addresses regionalisation and administrative support to the Clubs whilst retaining harness racing from 
the grass roots level Clubs to the pinnacle of the Principal Club.

This strategic direction for the ensuing years 2015 to 2017 allows the leadership and the industry 
stakeholders further opportunities to contribute in unison to the sustainability and advancement of 
harness racing.

A cohesive engagement by the industry stakeholders who have the passion for maintaining the 
traditions of harness racing is a prerequisite for the growth of this great sport.
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1. Size and Scope of Harness Racing in NSW

1.1 Harness Racing Clubs in NSW

NSW Region Harness Racing Clubs
Central West Bathurst

Blayney
Cowra
Eugowra
Forbes
Orange
Parkes
Peak Hill
West Wyalong

Far West Broken Hill

Hunter Maitland
Muswellbrook
Newcastle

Murray Albury

Northern Inland Armidale
Inverell
Narrabri
Tamworth

Orana Dubbo

Riverina Coolamon
Cootamundra
Griffith
Junee
Leeton
Temora
Wagga

Southern Inland Goulburn
Young

Western Sydney Bankstown
Bulli @Menangle Park
Fairfield
NSWHRC (Principal Club)
Penrith
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1.2 Impacts of Harness Racing in NSW

Measurement Factor * Quantity of Impact
Direct Expenditure $313.9m
Economic Impacts

Total Value Added
% Of Industry Value Added
Total Household Income
Total Fulltime Equivalent Employment

$427.4m
12.7%
$219.5m
3,544

Number of Breeders 1,074
Number of Foals Produced 1,268
Number of Owners & Syndicate Members 5,446
Number of Horses in Training 3,575
Number of Trainers 1,018
Number of Drivers 821

In 2012/13 the NSW Harness Racing industry generated total direct spending of nearly $314 million.

The flow on effects linked to this expenditure increase the size of the harness racing industry’s value 
added contribution to more than $427 million.

Participants (& stakeholders) are the lifeblood of the industry. They provide the investment, time, 
skills and passion that underpins harness racing in the State. Many people in the industry find 
gainful employment of their specific skill set, where they may find limited opportunities otherwise. 
Furthermore, many participants hold more than one role within the industry. 

Owners are a key participant group, as they provide much of the investment from which the chain 
of activity follows. In NSW, there are more than 5,000 people who have an ownership interest in a 
horse. Many of these owners are involved in the industry as part of a group ownership initiative such 
as syndication or partnership. The industry is also supported by many people who volunteer their time 
and resources. This is particularly prevalent in regional areas where many racing clubs are run almost 
entirely by volunteers.

 
* Size & Scope of the NSW Racing Industry - NSW Government - 2014 IER Report
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2. Employment & Participation in Harness Racing

2.1 Participation

Participants in the Industry * Numbers
Breeders 1,074
Breeders Staff 1,677
Owners & Syndicate Owners 5,446
Trainers and Drivers 1,839
Stablehands 653

Total Participants in Producing Horses 10,687

Full-Time Club Staff 85
Part-Time Club Staff 65
Casual/Contractor Staff 827
Farriers/Vets/Equine Dentists/Chiropractors 251
Club Volunteers 929
Industry Administration Staff 43

Total Participants in Producing Racing 2,200

Total Participants in Harness Racing 12,887

The concept of “participation” is broader than simply considering those employed in the industry. 
Participants include employees, trainers, breeders, owners, contractors and volunteers who are involved 
in varying levels of engagement from occasional to full-time.

Participants are the lifeblood of the industry. For the majority of participants, involvement is part 
business and part hobby. Passion drives many to pursue the challenges and opportunities available in 
harness racing. For some participants, however, the harness racing industry is their livelihood - their 
occupation. This is especially true in relation to the trainers, breeders, drivers, farriers, vets, equine 
dentists and chiropractors for whom the industry provides significant opportunity to employ their 
specialist skills. Breeders kick-start a chain of activity which leads to the creation of a racing product 
that is consumed by audiences on most days of the year.

Owners provide much of the investment from which the chain of activity follows.

In total, there are more than 13,000 individuals who participate in the NSW harness racing industry. 
Nearly 75% of these participants fulfill roles relating to the production (breeding) and/or preparation 
(training) of horses.

 * Size & Scope of the NSW Racing Industry - NSW Government - 2014 IER Report
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2.2 Employment

There are more than 13,000 stakeholders directly involved in the NSW harness racing industry. 
This takes into consideration participants, volunteers and employees (full time, part time, casual and 
contractor). The economic activity generated by the harness racing industry sustains more than 3,500 
full time equivalent (FTE) positions in NSW. 

The NSW harness racing industry, like racing industries all over Australia, relies on a large number of 
part time and casual labour. Further to that, it employs a large number of people in roles that are not 
plentiful in the marketplace (such as horse care). It is important to note that the FTE job creation does 
not necessarily directly follow direct spending within the NSW economy. This is because some regions 
have a higher need to import labour (due to supply side constraints) than others.

The FTE positions that are sustained by the NSW racing industry result in nearly $200 million 
in wages and salaries for the people employed in the racing industry as well as those employed in 
other down-the-line industries that receive increased demand as a result of racing. Some examples 
of the other industries that are stimulated by harness racing include; veterinary, feed, retail, tourism, 
accommodation, transport, entertainment & fashion.
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3. Expenditure by Harness Racing’s Customers

Measurement Factor * Quantity of Impact
Number of Clubs 33
Number of Race Meetings 519
Number of Races 4,048
Number of Racing Club Members 7,517
Number of Attendees 298,776
Raceday Customer Spending On-Course $6.8m
Raceday Customer Spending Off-Course $16.3m

During the 2012/13 racing season, 519 harness race meetings attracted attendances of just under 
300,000. Racegoers attending these race meetings were responsible for generating expenditure of more 
than $23.0 million in spending both on-course and in the community.

In addition to this the utilisation of harness racing club facilities, for non-raceday purposes, generated 
a further $7.5 million of expenditure. Some of the uses of racing club facilities, on non-racedays, 
includes agricultural shows, markets and function centre hire. The largest regions, in terms of customer 
spending are the Western Sydney, Central West, and Hunter regions.

 * Size & Scope of the NSW Racing Industry - NSW Government - 2014 IER Report
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4. Returns to Owners

Measurement Factor ** Quantity of Impact
Total Prize Money Paid $31.33m
Total Incentive Payments $0.78m
Total Returns to Owners $32.11m
Number of Starters 35,666

During the 2013/14 racing season, the NSW harness racing industry provided owners with the 
opportunity to share in $32 million of available prize money and bonuses. Whilst the majority of 
prize money is shared by owners, it is important to note that trainers and drivers also receive financial 
benefits for various elements of their involvement in harness racing. 

Previous research in a number of jurisdictions has shown that most owners do not necessarily expect to 
achieve a 100% return on their investment. This “acceptable loss” concept exists within the industry, 
and is mostly a recognition that ownership is often driven by a combination of business and leisure 
motivations. It is important, however, that owners have the ability to generate a considerable return on 
investment to ensure their continued involvement in the industry.

 
** HRNSW Annual Report 2014
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5. Benefits to NSW Economy
In celebrating its major events, harness racing attracts visitors to NSW and delivers significant 
economic and tourism benefits to the State. The relationship between the harness racing industry 
and tourism has been established over many years.  At a regional level, harness racing events are an 
important part of driving both intrastate and out-of-state visitors to regional parts of NSW. From a 
statewide perspective, major harness racing events have the ability to generate economic impacts for 
the State, not only from visiting attendees, but also from visiting participants.

Over the past 3 years NSW has held the rights to run the prestigious Inter Dominion Series at 
Tabcorp Park Menangle in Sydney. Contested since 1936, the Inter Dominion is the pinnacle race on 
the Australasian harness racing calendar attracting horses, participants and visitors from Australia, 
New Zealand and the USA. In 2014, the Inter Dominion Series showcased the state of the art 
reconstruction of the venue, including the new $28 million grandstand. 

The impacts delivered by the Inter Dominion in 2013 include:

Generating a total gross economic benefit of $10 million attributable to Inter Dominion Series
Generating over 7,600 commercial bed nights in NSW
Attracting close to 1,800 out-of-state visitors to NSW
An increase of 16% in net wagering revenue year-on-year.

In addition to the metropolitan events highlighted above, harness racing conduct events and carnivals 
which are important contributors to local and regional economies in terms of economic benefits, local 
employment and social impacts (i.e. through volunteerism and community pride).  The Bathurst Gold 
Crown Carnival and Carnival of Cups are examples of these events.  These events create significant 
economic stimulus for their local economies in areas such as fashion purchases, accommodation, retail, 
transport and food & beverage spending.
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6. Community & Social Benefits

6.1 Social Benefits

Harness racing in NSW plays an important role in the development and preservation of social and 
community benefits throughout rural, regional and metropolitan areas.  The majority of these social 
impacts are initiated through Club activities, both on racedays and non-racedays, as well as the 
partnerships they form with many community organisations. This contribution to community social 
benefit enhances both individual and community well-being throughout the regions where the industry 
exists.

The economic activity generated by the NSW harness racing industry complements the social impacts, 
particularly in regional areas where racing events and facilities foster social cohesion and provide 
benefits for a broad range of individuals and community organisations. Racing and non-racing events 
attract community members, independent of socio-economic status, age or gender. This is highlighted 
within the racing industry throughout NSW, where racing is a profession, sport, hobby and leisure 
activity.

The development of social and environmental initiatives also has a positive impact in terms of 
family socialisation and volunteerism.  With this, harness racing also supports health, education, 
employment and environmental practices. However, maintaining and building the trust and respect 
of the communities in which racing clubs operate is also extremely valuable. The implementation and 
communication of social and environmental initiatives plays an important role in managing community 
perceptions and in doing so, protects and enhances harness racing’s image and reputation. This in turn 
provides the industry with a greater opportunity to foster the support of customers, corporate partners 
and Government, as well as building pride and increased satisfaction with internal stakeholders.

The sport of harness racing demonstrates a rich cultural significance in terms of its history and heritage 
throughout NSW. It was in Parramatta, in 1810, that the first trotting race in Australia was held 
during a sports carnival. The historical elements of all harness racetracks throughout the state are an 
important part of the fabric of many local communities. These tracks and clubs are the focal point for 
the achievements of some of NSW great sportsmen and sportswomen, racing identities and horses. 
The importance of racing clubs and tracks extends beyond simply those with an interest in racing. 
They are valuable community assets – particularly in regional parts of the State.
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6.2 Education & Training

Education and training are also vitally important for the continued growth and success of harness 
racing across NSW. Education and training programs work to support communities through various 
avenues. Metropolitan hubs and regional areas alike feel the positive impact provided by community 
partnerships, training programs and welfare initiatives provided throughout NSW.

Trainers and drivers within the Harness Racing industry are exposed to courses both practical and 
on-line in NSW. Registered courses must be undertaken for those looking to move through the graded 
licensing system that exists within the industry. In the beginning, new participants looking to obtain 
a licence must enroll in an approved TAFE course before obtaining a licence. To then move from a C 
grade licence through to a B grade licence, more training modules must be completed. These courses, 
modules and procedures through training and education help ensure the quality standard exemplified 
throughout participants within the harness racing industry in NSW and include traditional media 
presentation and acceptable social media usage.

In addition to formal tertiary qualifications for those within and outside of the harness racing industry, 
Harness Racing NSW conducts various in-house programs and initiatives to further develop the 
skills and standards of those currently employed within the industry. Recently, Harness Racing NSW 
embarked on a program to train head office, club and volunteer staff on the latest work health and 
safety issues and regulations, following a change in legislation. This was an important program for all 
participants, and the industry as a whole, to help ensure the new legislation was understood. It was 
also particularly important in understanding and planning for the impact the legislation would have on 
harness racing in NSW.

In the breeding sector training is undertaken in the technology of collection and preservation of semen 
from stallions, artificial insemination of mares as well as the scanning of mares for pregnacy.
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6.3 Mini Trots

The Mini Trotting Association of NSW is playing a pivotal role in connecting and engaging families 
with the sport of harness racing in NSW. Mini Trots replicates the skills and knowledge required in 
harness racing to introduce five to sixteen year old children to the sport in a fun and safe environment 
utilising trained and registered ponies.

The association has a charter to foster the sport of mini trotting for children and to promote friendly 
competition in an atmosphere of cooperation and good sportsmanship and to encourage interaction 
for all. Mini Trots is successfully engaging families at the introductory level to the sport. Events are 
designed to cater to each age and experience level within structured competition formats. Furthermore 
parents and other family members are playing an important support role actively engaged in 
volunteering to deliver competitions and fundraising activities.

There are currently eleven Mini Trots Clubs across NSW with junior participants (drivers) competing 
in competition at registered harness racing tracks, local shows and organised trial days with the 
pinnacle event, the state championships, held annually at Easter. The 2014 championships hosted at 
Gundagai represented a milestone for the Mini Trotting Association with the state championships 
celebrating its 30th Anniversary; 167 ponies competed in the two day event.

As a result of Mini Trots success introducing young people to the sport, the association has introduced 
“come and try” education days. On these days attendees are supplied the necessary equipment and 
appropriate horses and are introduced to the basics of harness racing. These events are proving very 
popular and have recorded promising participation from ethnic communities displaying an interest in 
careers within the sport.

Mini Trots has become an important pathway for the development of future participants within 
the industry. Graduates are transitioning into careers within the harness racing industry producing 
numerous professional drivers and leading to alternative career paths including careers as stewards, race 
callers and stable hands. 

Extending upon the success of Mini Trots, the association has introduced Maxi Trots for participants 
fourteen years old and over with a minimum of three years Mini Trots experience. Through this 
program, participants transition to the next phase of development driving retired pacers in structured 
competition. The graduates of this program are achieving phenomenal success when entering into 
professional harness racing with every graduate winning a race in his or her first year.
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7. Wagering

Source of Wagering *** Value of Wagering
NSW TAB Pari-Mutual $127.94m
NSW TAB Fixed Odds $57.97m

Total NSW TAB $185.91m

Other Totes $271.65m

Corporate Bookmakers $194.38m

On Course Bookmakers $1.70m

TOTAL TURNOVER $653.64m

Wagering is not only an important part of the harness racing customers’ experience, it is also a critical 
source of funding for the industry. Wagering in NSW occurs through the following operators:

- Totalizator wagering – operated by Tabcorp and available through on-course and off-course channels. - 
Fixed odds wagering on-course and off-course. Also offered by Tabcorp.

- On-course bookmaker wagering – operated by individual bookmakers who ‘stand’ at race meetings 
throughout the State.

-Corporate and Betting Exchange wagering – operated by wagering businesses, licensed in the 
Northern Territory or Tasmania (Betfair).

Revenues from these sources provide the majority of the funds that are used to run the harness racing 
industry. Totalizator betting is the largest source of revenue for the industry. Once successful bets 
are paid out to punters, the remaining ‘net wagering revenue’ is then distributed between the harness 
racing industry, the Government (in taxes and GST) and the wagering service operator.  In addition to 
receiving revenue from all betting on NSW racing product, the harness racing industry also benefits 
from a share of revenue from wagering turnover on interstate and overseas racing product by Tabcorp’s 
NSW wagering business.

In addition to revenues from totalizators wagering turnover, in recent years the NSW harness racing 
industry has also been able to secure product, or racefields fees from non-totalizator wagering 
operators selling NSW product. 

 *** HRNSW Wagering Statistics 2014
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This revenue is divided from Race Fields Fees from Corporate bookmakers, betting exchanges 
and Interstate TAB’s. With recent changes to the landscape of cross-border betting and corporate 
bookmaker wagering, NSW receives an amount of money from betting exchanges, corporate and 
interstate bookmakers and interstate TAB’s - referred to as a race field’s product fee based on a 
percentage of turnover.

The table above illustrates the total wagering turnover generated on harness racing product in NSW. 
More than $650 million was wagered on NSW harness racing in 2013/14. 

The revenue distributed to harness racing is used to fund the following industry activities:

-Prize money payments to winning owners, trainers and drivers
-Other returns to owners including breeding incentive scheme bonuses
-General grants to clubs for various uses including capital improvements to racing, training and 
customer facilities
-Industry operational costs including integrity assurance, race day services and administrative 
expenditures.
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To ascertain the growth and decline of each turnover segment view the corresponding months:

For example: 

 NSW TAB Average Turnover per race in December 2012 was $48k, in December 2013 was $44k 
and in December 2014 was $44k.

 Other Totes Average Turnover per race in December 2012 was $67k, in December 2013 was $64k 
and in December 2014 was $63k.   

 Corporate Bookmaker Average Turnover per race in December 2012 was $44k, in December 2013 
was $46k and in December 2014 was $56k.
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8.  Harness Racing NSW Stakeholders

Harness Racing NSW understands the breadth and diversity of its many  stakeholders.  The 
relationship of Harness Racing NSW with these stakeholders and between stakeholders is depicted 
below.

These stakeholders in each group are as shown below, as well as the “services” which are provided to 
each group by Harness Racing NSW.

Stakeholder Group “Services” Provided
Clients (Participants)
- Owners
- Breeders
- Trainers
- Drivers
- Other Licences

- Implementation of Strategies to reduce operating costs
- Implementation of strategies to maximise returns
- Leadership strategies to improve efficiencies
- Leadership in strategies to improve focus on “services” and 

service culture
Business Partners
- Clubs
- Associations & Accredited bodies

- Leadership in strategies to increase productivity
- Provision of enhanced support to clubs & bodies

Strategic Partners
- Wagering operators
- Sky Racing

- Commitment to enhanced relationships with partners
- Leadership in strategies to improve product quality

Customers
- Punters
- On track attendees

- Leadership in provision of product enhancements
- Provision of better, more accessible product information

Strategic Partners

Customers

Business Partners

Clients
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11.  Strategic Priorities

11.1 Optimising Racing System

Primary Goal:

To achieve average field size at tracks: 1st Year – 8.5; 2nd Year - 9; 3rd Year - 9.5

Background/Rationale:

- The racing system represents our key product for stakeholders, so its optimisation is a strategic 
imperative

- If the system is viable (and perceived as viable), then owners will feel encouraged to buy and/or breed 
more horses

- Stakeholders (especially punters) appreciate more attractive field sizes and perceived value
- Unless the racing system is optimised, including providing increased returns, then stakeholders 

(especially punters) will engage in other interactive forms, or turn their interests to other racing 
codes or wagering products

No. Action/Initiatives Person(s) Responsible Time Frame
1 Complete the proposed revised 

handicapping system Racing & Products Manager 30 June 2014
(Completed)

2 Implement the revised handicapping 
system Racing & Products Manager 1 September 2014

(Completed)

3 Optimise the racing program (including 
calendar) to increase participation and 
enhance wagering

Racing & Products Manager 30 June 2015

4 Adequately utilise the Future Fund to 
viably sustain the industry Board & Chief Executive 30 June 2016

5 Complete the infrastructure build to 
assist in achieving increased field sizes Board & Chief Executive 30 June 2017

6 Regionalise the industry to achieve 
industry efficiencies and sustainability Board & Chief Executive 31 December 2017

Strategic Priorities
11.1 Optimising Racing System
11.2 Emphasis “Service” Focus
11.3 Developing a Modern Industry
11.4 Promotion & Marketing
11.5 Ensuring Integrity & Compliance
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11.2 Emphasising “Service” Focus

Primary Goal:

To achieve 10% year on year increases in service ratings.

Background/Rationale:

- Recognising the breadth & diversity of the Harness Racing NSW stakeholder base, and providing 
“services” to meet their needs and interests is a strategic imperative

- Need for a stronger focus on a “service” culture within the organisation
- Need for provision of specifically targeted “service” points to specific external stakeholders 
- Need for service to stakeholders as a means of growing the overall industry

N0. Action/Initiatives Person(s) Responsible Time Frame
1 Create a service-focused culture, 

organisation and systems Chief Executive 30 June 2015

2 Review and select an appropriate 
survey tool/system to measure/monitor 
“service” feedback

Chief Operating Officer 30 June 2015

3 Develop & provide tools/platforms for 
business partners to enable them to 
increase effective interaction with the 
harness racing industry

Chief Operating Officer 31 December 2015

4 Develop an industry wide system for 
promoting “service” focus Chief Operating Officer 30 June 2016

5 Earmark a specific number of feature 
race days, working with the clubs Chief Operating Officer 30 June 2016

“Service” focus is critical to perception of professionalism in the industry
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11.3 Developing a Modern Industry

Primary Goal: 

To ensure relevance, viability and sustainability as a major player in the 
entertainment industry as a sporting attraction.

Background/Rationale:

- The development of an industry that is perceived by its stakeholders as “modern” and up-to-date with 
contemporary practices and of value as entertainment to its stakeholders is a strategic imperative

- Unless the industry is perceived as relevant by its stakeholders, then the risks of sustainability, and 
ultimately survival, are significant

- Need for engagement with the clubs and other stakeholders to embrace the regional management and 
industry rationalisation strategies

N0. Action/Initiatives Person(s) Responsible Time Frame

1 Review structure and resources of 
overall organisational structure Chief Executive 30 June 2015

2 Develop a pathways “map” for the entry 
of new participants into industry Chief Operating Officer 30 June 2016

3
Create a widespread coordinated 
industry development program  
embracing training and junior 
development

Chief Operating Officer 30 June 2016

4 Develop a commercial plan to leverage 
off regional hubs Chief Executive 31 December 2016

5
Engage with the clubs to achieve their 
partnership activity in delivering the 
overall industry strategy

Chief Executive 30 June 2017

6 Investigate & develop new income 
streams Chief Executive Current
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11.4 Promotion & Marketing

Primary Goal:

To achieve an increase in our recognition across the community & participation of 
Owners, Licencees, On-course attendances and visitors.

Background/Rationale:

- Growth in the recognition and perceived relevance of harness racing within the wagering market, the 
racing industry and the community is a strategic imperative

- Need to grow active participation rates of key stakeholders within the industry
- Need to harness relevant technologies available to the industry which help to engage the broader 

(& younger) stakeholder base

N0. Action/Initiatives Person(s) Responsible Time Frame

1

Complete the creation of an overall 
I.T. framework, media centre and 
infrastructure – including a customer 
friendly communications system 
embracing efficiencies in all systems

Chief Operating Officer 31 December 2015

2
Drive the active utilisation by 
stakeholders of the Harness Racing 
NSW website & media centre

Chief Operating Officer 31 December 2015

3 Develop the utilisation of digital social 
media platforms Chief Operating Officer 31 December 2015

4 Investigate the re-branding of the 
harness racing industry Chief Executive 31 December 2015

5
Develop and implement a marketing 
campaign to improve the image and 
reputation of the industry

Chief Executive 30 June 2016
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11.5 Ensuring Integrity & Compliance

Primary Goal:

To ensure compliance with all regulatory, statutory & industry requirements.

Background/Rationale:

- The harness racing industry in NSW has a sound reputation for integrity in its operations, and a 
continued and increased focus on this is a strategic imperative for the wellbeing of the Industry

- Need to ensure all of the industry’s clubs and associations are maintaining compliance with all 
relevant statutory requirements

- Need to ensure all the industry’s clubs and associations are unified in embracing Harness Racing 
NSW policies and procedures  

N0. Action/Initiatives Person(s) Responsible Time Frame

1
Ensure compliance by the industry with 
all Harness Racing NSW rules, policies 
and procedures

Chief Operating Officer 30 June 2015

2
Review the constitutions of the 
industry’s clubs and associations to 
ensure compliance with statutory 
requirements

Chief Executive 30 June 2016

3
Drive and maintain our leadership role 
in  focusing on meeting regulatory 
requirements across the industry

Chief Executive 30 June 2016

4
Drive and maintain our leadership role 
in  focusing on integrity within the 
industry

Chief Executive 30 June 2016
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12.   The Strategic Future         
12.1 Prizemoney & Incentives to Breeders & Owners

12.2 Administration Funding & Corporate Governance

12.3 Marketing

12.4 Regionalisation

12.5 Industry Training/Education & Employment Opportunities

12.6 Infrastructure at Tracks & Training Centres

12.7 Technology

12.1 Prizemoney and Incentives to Owners & Breeders

Prizemoney 
- Increase per race base  prizemoney to the following levels: 
 - Tabcorp Park Menangle Midweek $8,000 
 - Regional “A Meeting” $7,000 
 - Regional “B Meeting” $6,000 
 - Regional “R” Meeting $3,500
- Develop the Carnival of Cups brand
- Increase the prizemoney for the NSW flagship races the Miracle Mile, Ladyship Mile, 

Chariots of Fire, NSW Derby and NSW Oaks to significant national levels

Breeding Incentives for NSW Breeders Challenge eligible horses
- Increase Owners Bonus Certificates to $5,000 
- Increase Nominators Cash Bonus to $5,000 
- Increase 2YO, 3YO & 4YO Finals to $150,000 (Group 1)
- Increase 2YO, 3YO & 4YO Semi Finals to $30,000 (Group 3)
- Increase 2YO & 3YO Heats to $20,000 
- Increase all Regional Finals to $50,000 (Group 2)
- Increase the 2YO, 3YO & 4YO Trotters Finals to $50,000 (Group 1)

12.2 Administration Funding 

- Increase TAB Club meeting funding to $20,000
- Increase Non TAB Club meeting funding to $15,000
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12.3 Marketing 

- Promote Trots TV and Social Media to the 18-35yo market – work with advertising experts to ensure 
penetration of the market 

- Continue to produce Trots TV, targeting those segments that create the most interest 
- Focus on regional events and work with the Regional Managers to ensure the same strong message is 

being delivered 
- Initiate a “Harness Racing Experience” whereby the public can learn how to handle, gear up, 

and drive a horse – ending with a dual sulky race. 
- Savvy promotion to show the affordability of Standardbreds and try to lure new owners to 

our industry through syndications and partnerships.

12.4 Regionalisation 

Creation of Regional Administration Manager Positions

Role: 
- Corporate Governance adherence 
- Regional Marketing
- Club liaison within their Region 
- Increasing harness racing awareness (Traditional & Social)
- Sponsorship & Promotions 

Creation of Regional Track Curator Positions

Role: 
- Head Regional Track Curator at the Major Club in the Region 
- Attend race meetings conducted by clubs that race less than 10 times per annum 
- Overseeing Track & Equipment Maintenance  
- Ensure a track maintenance regime at all tracks in line with the HRNSW Track Maintenance Manual 
- Inspect all tracks within the Region on a regular rotational basis and educate all track curators on how 

to properly prepare a track with the track equipment in varying weather conditions 

Creation of Regional Race Callers Positions

Role: 
- Call all race meetings within a Region 
- Undertake Trots TV interviews as previews and reviews for each meeting 
- Prepare regional Media Releases
- Assist in the promotion of the industry in the region

Creation of Regional Regulatory Roles

Roles:
- Stewards
- Mobile Starters
- Mobile Drivers
- Judges
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12.5 Industry Training/Education – Employment 
Opportunities 

Employ a Development/Liaison Officer
 
Role:
- Mini Trotting Marketing/Participation 
- Development of 6 to 12 year olds
- Development of 12 to 16 year olds 
- Promote and develop career pathways for the industry
- Revitalisation of Maxi Trots 
- Transition from Minis to Maxis to Racing 
- Attend schools to demonstrate industry career pathways
- Liaise with and develop participants through ongoing industry training

12.6  Integrity

- Maintain current volume of swabbing and testing measures with an aim to increase
- Maintain high level surveillance activities with an aim to increase
- The development of technology to assist
- Enhancing the racetrack team, to embrace “real time” wagering monitoring
- Animal welfare enhancements inclusive of a retraining and re-homing strategy for retired horses
- Education of Industry Stakeholders in relation to socially acceptable obligations in the treatment of 

horses inclusive of the damage caused through the administration of illegal substances and other 
non compliant practices

12.7 Technology

- Update systems so that all stakeholders are provided information about the industry via the digital 
network.

- Upgrade audio visual to enhance product delivery 
- Enhance systems for HRNSW communication
- Develop systems/templates for stakeholders
- Develop information on industry for stakeholders/public awareness
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12.8 Infrastructure 

Racecourses 
- Modernised facilities for patrons & participants
- Ensure our facilities provide modern technological infrastructure for customers & participants
- Semaphore boards at our major venues (20 meetings or more) 
- Stewards towers at our major venues (20 meetings or more) 
- Upgrade the audio visual system to enhance the telecast quality
- Upgrade structures to enhance integrity/vision quality

Training Centres
- Create training centres at major regional centres

THE ASPIRATIONAL FUTURE 
The aspirational future of harness racing, to its fullest extent, can only be 

achieved through the infusion of significant additional funding. 

Initiatives are being undertaken seeking wagering taxation parity as compared 
to other States from the NSW Government. 

If this is achieved HRNSW will be in a position to commence the required 
enhancement of the NSW Harness Racing Industry.
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“Don’t just look to the future....

make the future”


